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Abstract - Web sites have become a major source for
rendering any information desired by the user, be it the
current affairs or social media like Facebook, Twitter
etc...These websites, in addition to the information desired
by the user, also broadcast a wide range of commercial
promotions. To captivate the users towards these
commercials, it is necessary to have a suggestive mechanism
to propose appropriate commercials to the users based on
their interests. The users’ concern for the commercials is
estimated based on the number of clicks on that item and the
users’ assessment for the same. This forms the ground for
the suggestive mechanism. For this mechanism to perform
effectively, exclusivity of the users and their fragmentation
is emphasized. Also a behavior - driven model is built
based on historical user activity by analyzing users’ actions
so as to build an efficient web content augmenting system.
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INTRODUCTION
In modern day, internet plays a vital role in human life.
The commercial promotion which are posted on web
portal makes the users aware of the product that are
available in the market. The organization of the
commercial products are benefited as their products are
promoted on the web portals. These advertisements
captivate the users towards the products and provides the
users with a wide range of choices. However it is not
possible to post all the advertisements on the webpage.
It is necessary to post the appropriate advertisements to
the users such that it would grab their attentions. This
can be done
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by determining the users’ interaction with the webpage.
The users behaviour can be determined in two ways,
implicit and explicit manner. In implicit fashion the users’
clicks forms the basis to identify their interest. On the
other hand in explicit fashion as the name suggests the
interest will be identified by explicitly rating the
advertisement. Implementing the same ensures the
commercial organization that their adverstiments are
posted to the appropriate users.
Often, human copyholder are employed to manually
select a set of contents to present from the applicants
pool. Although this technique can eliminate low- quality
contents and make certain necessities that characterize the
websites, which is quite expensive and usually cannot
assure that the most attractive and personally accurate
contents are suggested to the users especially when
there are many number of applicant items. As a result a
strong and automated content augmentation becomes
crucial for serving users with attractive data in a flexible
manner. Exclusivity of the user is an enticing feature for
content augmentation to know an individual’s interests.
Suggestive mechanism involves the process of collecting
and storing data about the candidates’ website. The
exclusivity of the users are divided into two major
aspects: Data Distillation and Associative Distillation.
DATA DISTILLATION
In this method a profile is created for a user based on the
data description that are previously being rated by the
candidates. The main disadvantage of this technique is its
limited facilities to suggest data items
that differ from the previously rated ones.
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ASSOCIATIVE DISTILLATION
This is one of the most broadly used techniques,
which determines users previous rating to recognize the
similarities and suggest items by giving more
prominence to the interest.
Shortcoming:There is a big traffic of users’ visiting in
every minute, websites portal can attract a large number
of user’s actions in terms of browsing and clicks on
presented data modules. Such user action information can
obviously provide strong signals of users’ recent interests
on the content item. However, it is quite a challenge to
incorporate them into the recommendation model in real
time or near real time
The purpose of exclusivity is to provide users with
personalized experience of highly attractive content, the
problem of how to appropriately define user
segments to achieve exclusitivity becomes crucial for
effective content
optimization.

such as clicks and views which implicitly ranks the
content item that are posted.
To enable the online study for content augmentation
the dual bucket approach is used. In this there are two
buckets, Reading bucket and Service bucket. In
reading bucket when the user visit a web page this
visit can be assigned to reading bucket. Within the
reading bucket random items are present, from which
advertisement are chosen and are given to the service
bucket. The Service bucket as the name suggests, it
receives the contents from the reading bucket based
on the click through rate and serves it on the web
portal.
Reading Bucket
k

k-1

k-1

Mode(k-1)

k-1
Most of existing studies focus on building the offline
suggestion model; those previous approaches may not
be good enough data suggestion, and users’ interests.
ONLINE STUDY FOR EXCLUSIVE SUGGESTION
In exclusive suggestive mechanism effort is made to
determine the users’ interest which would be beneficial
for posting advertisements on the web portal. However
there are challenges in building such a mechanism.
PROBLEM FORMULATION:
To build an effective suggestive model, it is
necessary to emphasize certain user engagement metrics
like the click through rate. However if this is managed
manually it would be very expensive as well as
inefficient, since it cannot guarantee that the most
attractive and relevant items are suggested to the users.
Therefore an attempt is made to design a suggestive
mechanism that automatically estimates the content
items attractiveness in accordance to the users interest.
There are three critical elements
for this suggestive
model.
1.Online Study: To attract more users to surf and click
on items that are posted on the web portal an online study
is necessary to model the users behavior
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2.Ranking model: To build effective model the
best method is to use a dedicated model for each
content items to estimate its attractiveness . Using
these ranking models we can rank all item by their
respective score. And then present the top ranked to the
user. The score gives a strong signal of the users interest
which is obtained by the click through rate. The user
interaction plays a vital role in determining his or her
interest. The contents that are viewed by the user would
be ranked.
According to the ranking system the contents are
shown to the user. The ranking system would vary
depending upon the views that the user made. The
Commercial organization would make use of the Ranking
table in knowing which is the advertisement most liked
by the user and also this would give a clear picture
for the organization which advertisement are being not
liked by the user and hence necessary step would be
taken by the organisation to improve the product.T
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TABLE 2
Ranking Table
Actual
ranking
1(clicked)
2
3
4
5
6

Predicted
ranking by
Model 1
1
5
4
3
2
6

diverse interest as the high dimensionality of user
attribute will lead to ambiguity.
2.
The information provided for grouping the
users in each user fragment is not sufficient for the
correct understanding of users’ behavior and this
degrades the suggestive mechanism.

Predicted
ranking by
Model2
2
3
1
4
6
5

ANNOTATION OF USER ACTION

3. Exclusivity:
Exclusivity has become very important for content
augmentation as its provide users with the appropriate
advertisement. Having a separate model to each users is
quite a tedious task. Hence to reduce the work load the
users with similar interest can be grouped which is termed
as user fragmentation.
In user fragmentation, the users with similar interests are
grouped together forming a homogenous fragment,
where each fragment of users are served with the
dedicated suggestive model. This approach is both
simple and reliable. Each user group has its own ranking
model which are read based on clicks and views only
from the users belonging to the respective group and the
service of posting the appropriate content to the
corresponding group is also based on this model.
To obtain user fragmentation, a set of user attributes is
generalized and then clustering techniques are used to
categorize the user based on the elicited attributes. There
are two major user attributes:
Explicit Attributes: The exclusive information explicitly
requested by the website such as age, gender, location etc.
Implicit Attributes: These are various user behaviors
tracked by the website such as surfing and online
shopping patterns of users on the pages within the
websites.
CHALLENGES
1.
It is a challenge to group the users
appropriately as in the homogenous users i,e users with
similar interest should belong to the same group while
heterogeneous users should belong to different groups.
This becomes difficult when the users have
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In order to overcome the above stated drawbacks a good
understanding and analysis of users’ actions
including clicks and views, ca effectively benefit the
suggestions by better understanding users’ general
interests and the contents’ attractiveness to users.
ACTION ANNOTATION FOR USER
FRAGMENTATION
To appropriately group users into different fragments, the
most straight forward method is to group users based
on their explicit static attributes. However, this method
may not be optimal since it ignores large amount of
implicit user behavior information. Fragmentation by
demographic information Intuitively, users’ with same
democratic attributes such as age and gender are
likely to have similar interest. Accordingly, the best
approach for user fragmentation
is
to
group
users
based
on combinations
of
several
demographic attributes which are provided as profiles
to the websites.
TABLE 1
User fragmentation based on demographic attributes
Fragment
Age Range & Gender
f-u20
10<age<=20,gender=female
f-u40
20<age<=40,gender=female
f-u80
40<age<=80,gender=female
m-u20
10<age<=20,gender=male
m-u40
20<age<=40,gender=male
m-u80
40<age<=80,gender=male
unk
Unknown age or gender

GROUPING USERS
When users browse on the web, there is plenty of
information about users behavior on the content
displayed to them. However it is quite a challenge to
keep track of each and every individual behavior.
Since every minute huge number of users visit and
maintaining such huge amount of information is tedious
task. Therefore it becomes important to group
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the users based on their interest. The users who have
similar interest are grouped and hence reducing the effort
drastically.
EFFECTS OF USER FRAGMENTATION
The most popular advertisements are determined based on
the maximum number of clicks made by the users.
However to such users who don’t show their interest
implicitly by clicking on the advertisement, the rating
plays a major role. The users grouping enables less
traffic since the details of every users need not be tracked
individually instead the group details will be preserved.
CONCLUSION
In this paper we have studied a few important topics
towards exploring analyzing the user action for web
content augmentation. We build an exclusive content
augmentation system using dual bucket framework. In
this framework, we introduce action annotation for both
more
effective
user
fragmentation and
better
understanding on the in formativeness of different user
actions. We leverage users’ click actions to group
homogenous users’ into the same fragment.
In the future, we are interested in exploring more
information about exclusivity of the users such as users’
geographic location and click behaviors from web search
and to take advantage of them to benefit web content
augmentation.
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